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Word counters (Marker #1) Word counters (Marker #2) Word counters (Marker #3) Word counters (Marker #4) Word counters (Marker #5) Word counters (Marker #6)Word counters (Marker #7)Word counters (Marker #8) Source files can be all supported by Windows in any Win, Unix, MAC OS with no limit. Main Features: It can support the source file of languages such as C, C++, C#, Java, Pascal, Asp, PHP and others. It can Insert a marker in
the text file that comprises by title, type, hint so that you can find markers quicker by a misty keyword. The text files can be written, edited and searched by a syntax highlighting editor. You can view any specific regions in the source files of any file. It's possible to show all of lines or all of words that you wanted to show. You can organize all markers you created in a hierarchical structure. You can use original index markers to find out any document
you want. It allows you to find the source file quickly and easily. All source files or markups in all source languages supported by Windows in any Win and Unix. Self-Help: Documentation and User's Guide Also, this tool is the best solution for busy people who have no enough time to read documentation or follow user's guide. The User's Guide with only 10-15 pages will explain every function of this program. It will also introduce you how to use the
program. It contains description of this tool and the built-in features of this software. * Word counter(Marker #1) Word counter (Marker #2) Word counter (Marker #3) Word counter (Marker #4) Word counter (Marker #5)Word counter (Marker #6)Word counter (Marker #7)Word counter (Marker #8) Source files can be all supported by Windows in any Win, Unix, MAC OS with no limit. Main Features: It can support the source file of languages

such as C, C++, C#, Java, Pascal, Asp, PHP and others. It can Insert a marker in the text file that comprises by title, type, hint so that you can find markers quicker by a misty keyword. The
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* For Windows XP and all above. * Free version is 3-day trial. * Easy to use. How to use "CodeMarkers": -Use "CodeMarkers" on Windows platform. -Select the file you want to open and edit. -Press Ctrl+M or "Insert" button. You will get a new dialog box that appears. Use the Dialog box to enter title, type, hint, width, height and color. * You can also specify the location of the file or the path when you open and edit. CodeMarkers works by the
marker in source code, so it can manage all text files. for example, the source files of C,C++,C#,Java,Pascal,Asp,PHP and more. You can customize any files need manage, such as HTML files or Txt files. Here are some key features of "CodeMarkers": · Load text files in a hierarchical structure to reading. · Insert a marker that comprise by title, type, hint into the text files when you are reading. · Edit text files such as the source files

ofC,C++,C#,Java,Pascal,Asp,PHP or others by a syntax highlighting editor. · Find the markers you created by a misty keyword. · Manage and organize the markers you created in a hierarchical structure. CodeMarkers Description: * For Windows XP and all above. * Free version is 3-day trial. * Easy to use. How to use "CodeMarkers": -Use "CodeMarkers" on Windows platform. -Select the file you want to open and edit. -Press Ctrl+M or "Insert"
button. You will get a new dialog box that appears. Use the Dialog box to enter title, type, hint, width, height and color. * You can also specify the location of the file or the path when you open and edit. Codemarker is a code library tool for all IT professionals that enables you manage your source codes expediently. It enables you to insert markers into your source codes when you are reading and find them when you need so fast. It can help you to

manage and organize your notes, code, examples, and files in a hierarchical structure.You will perceive that CodeMarkers is the ideal code library tool and you will 09e8f5149f
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· Create an awesome way to view all files in a hierarchical structure. · Search text files, code, examples or notes from a hierarchical structure, including marking. · Create markers, edit markers, or delete markers, as you need. · Compress all files into an archive. · Create your own marker type. · You can manage all of the operations and create new markers as you need. Note: Every feature of CodeMarkers can only be used by the registered and paid
users only. Please remember you can have a free trial account for 30 days, which is up to 1~3 users, so try it for free before you buy it! _________________________________________ Version 1.2 Fixed · Find markers can now work with HTML files. · Can set a default ViewType when loading a file. · Fixed random displaying. · Align Window text. · Tutorial and User Manuals. Note: Every feature of CodeMarkers can only be used by the
registered and paid users only. Please remember you can have a free trial account for 30 days, which is up to 1~3 users, so try it for free before you buy it! _________________________________________ Version 1.1.4 Fixed · Fixed displaying of an error message. CodeMarkers app has 15600 users and 50000 downloads from Google Play Store. This CodeMarkers app is free for all devices. This source codes manager is best for developers to work
on their codes and saves your time to looking your notes and code when you need them.It is fast and easy to use, it does not take much time and can be useful for all IT professionals. Features of the CodeMarkers: · Save documents such as HTMLs, Txts, PDFs, DOCs and other formats and read them at any time, or open any previously saved document by a keyword when you need. · Find your source codes with a misty keyword to save your time to
looking them. · All of your source codes can be displayed in a hierarchical structure, and you can manage and organize all your source codes. · You can insert a marker that comprise by title, type, hint, when you are reading. · You can view the source codes of C, C++, C#, Java, Pascal, Asp, PHP or some other languages. Note: Every feature of CodeMarkers can only be used by the registered
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System Requirements For CodeMarkers:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit) or newer (64-bit only) Processor: 2 GHz or higher RAM: 4 GB or higher Disk space: 3 GB or higher Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible video card with 2GB or higher RAM Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible Internet Connection: High-speed Internet connection Software: DirectX 9.0 compliant video card and Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable Additional Notes: DirectX 9.0 compatible iPad is a trademark of
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